
 

 

 

 

 

 

Welcome to Abbadia Château-Observatory! 

 

You are about to discover the home of an exceptional man: 
Antoine d’Abbadie (1810 Dublin-1897 Paris). An extensive 
traveller, he drew the first map of Ethiopia following an 11-year 
stay in this country. A geodesist and an astronomer, his interests 
included vertical variations, microseismic phenomena, the 
sources of the Nile and even celestial cartography. Elected 
member of the Académie des sciences in 1867, he became its 
president in 1892. A passionate promoter of the Basque 
language, he was the founder of the first Basque “Floral Games”, 
the Jeux floraux literary competition. 

Inspired by medieval examples, the château was built between 
1864 and 1884, according to plans drawn up by Eugène Viollet-le-
Duc (1814-1879), assisted by his pupil and collaborator, Edmond 
Duthoit (1837-1889).  

Blending a Neo-Gothic style with Orientalism, the richness of its 
decoration makes it a shining example of ornamentation and 
polychrome. The structure is composed of a central body, 
branching off into three wings, each of which is assigned a 
specific function: the North-West Wing is reserved for study, the 
East Wing for devotion and the South Wing for reception. This 
arrangement, enabling a maximum amount of sunlight to enter, 
and opening onto the surrounding greenery, allows for a 
functional division between pleasure rooms and those devoted to 
services.   

 
Measures of sanitary prevention: 

Thank you for coming to discover Antoine d’Abbadie and 

his mansion. For everyone’s safety, during your tour, thank 

you for: 

- Keeping your mask on your face 

- Not touching the collections, the walls and the bannisters 

- Respecting a 1 meter distance between the visitors 

- Being attentive to the rules given by the guides 

- Giving the priority to people who leave a room 

Enjoy your tour! 



Classified as a Historic Monument in 1984, restored between 
1997 and 2007, and designated as a Maison des Illustres house of 
historical significance in 2011, the Château Abbadia is a fragile 
dwelling. We invite you to take part in its conservation by not 
touching the furniture or materials and not leaning against the 
walls.  The low lighting inside the château has been selected to 
be in keeping with the ambient light of the house in Antoine 
d'Abbadie’s time. 

 

 

 

1. Entrance (external): 

The château is entered through a porch located 

in the corner of a right angle formed by two 

wings. It covers the main door, above which is a 

Gaelic inscription, carved in stone: “A hundred 

thousand welcomes”. 

 

2. The Hall: 

Through the door, your eyes take in the great size of 

the entrance hall, whose walls are adorned with vivid 

blue and golden yellow thread on a black 

background. 

The grand staircase is embellished by a stained-glass window, rich in colours. 

The décor displays the family coat of arms and, in the speech scrolls, the 

mottos: “Plus être que paraître” – “To be rather than to pretend to be” and “Ma 

foi et mon droit” – “My faith and my right”. An unreal world of fantastic beasts 

serves as supports for the grand staircase, complementing the exotic décor of 

shields and Ethiopian animal horns. Taking the corridor to the right behind the 

grand staircase, you head towards the observatory. 

 

3. The Observatory: 

The room is vast and empty, completely void of decoration. The telescope is 

nestled in a sort of alcove, bounded by a pointed arch. An opening system for 



the hatches located above enabled the celestial meridian (projection of the local 

meridian onto the celestial vault) to be identified: hence the name “meridian 

telescope”. The astronomer, lying on the bench, therefore observed the stars in 

their transit. Reading the graduated circle and recording the chronograph 

thereby gave, following calculations, the position of a star in the celestial vault. 

The astrometry (the study of the position of stars in the celestial sphere through 

the measurement of angles) observatory, operated from 1879 to 1975 and, from 

the beginning of the 20th Century, the work of the Abbadia astronomers pushed 

it to the forefront of international astronomy. In accordance with Antoine 

d’Abbadie’s wishes, management of the observatory was entrusted to a priest 

“freed of the worries of the world and the troubles of the city…” from 1897 to 

1975, the year of its closure. The Abbadia astronomers completed 14 star 

catalogues in this observatory, representing almost 50,000 stars. 

The Abbadia observatory constitutes the sole European example of a decimal 

observatory in the history of science. An ardent defender of the base-10 

measurement system, Antoine d'Abbadie used 400 parts per day clocks and 

measured angles in grades. Using the decimal system simplified the 

measurements and calculations, ensuring greater output from the astronomical 

work. 

Opposite the doors stands a transparent tower. 

Amongst other things, Antoine d’Abbadie was passionate about vertical variation 

and microseismic phenomena. To achieve results in terms of observation, he 

designed an instrument for this purpose, called “Nadirane”. This concrete tower 

was destroyed after his death, and the Académie des sciences decided to 

create a modern version of the Nadirane, which stands opposite you. The green 

laser crossing the central tube is a materialisation of the plumb line, initially used 

to indicate the vertical of a place. Through this new scenography, the Académie 

des sciences sought to pay tribute to Antoine d’Abbadie’s scientific work. 

Retracing your steps, take the stairs in the 

keep (on your right when exiting the 

observatory) to reach the 1st floor. You are 

headed to the library. 

4. The Library: 

The library is located at the château’s heart. 

A place of work and reflection, it is the 

symbol of Antoine d’Abbadie’s eclectic mind. 



A chestnut gallery runs around the shelving. It is held up by iron supports with 

large bolts, with the décor a forerunner of Art Nouveau. Antoine d’Abbadie’s 

personal collection is today housed in the upper section. It comprises scientific 

and literary works.  

When Antoine d’Abbadie bequeathed his 

château to the Académie des Sciences in 

1896, this library held more than 10,000 

volumes, including more than 960 Basque 

works and 234 superb biblical and literary 

manuscripts, written in Ge’ez, the Ethiopian 

liturgical language, on consignment to the 

Bibliothèque Nationale, where they constitute 

the largest part of the Ethiopian collection. 

The lower section houses astronomical publications which, along with the 

calculation machines on the table, attest to the former observatory’s use.  

Inscriptions painted on the beams, written in Basque, encourage work and 

wisdom, such as: “Reste avec Dieu et Dieu restera avec toi” – “Stay with God 

and God will stay with you”, “N’importe quel buisson a son ombre” – “All bushes 

cast shadows”, or “Un fou est suffisant pour jeter un bloc de pierre dans un 

puits, il faut six sages pour l’en sortir” – “It only takes one fool to cast a block of 

stone into a well, but it takes six wise men to pull it out”. Near the chimney there 

is a photograph from 1907, showing a team of scientists with Abbé Verschaffel, 

the first director to follow Antoine d'Abbadie. 

Leaving the library, take the corridor to your left to reach the bedroom of 

Virginie, wife of Antoine d’Abbadie. 

 

5. Virginie’s Bedroom: 

Located in the East Wing, this room 

enjoys a special orientation. The 

deep, mellow furniture matches the 

bright blue of the hangings and 

Indian silk covered walls. In the 

centre stands a black marble 

fireplace with bas-relief featuring 

greyhounds, a symbol of marital 

faithfulness. Above the hearth is a 



Latin inscription “I heat, but I burn, but I kill”. Above the fireplace hangs a 

beautiful bevelled glass mirror, framed by portraits of both spouses. This room’s 

décor is complemented by verses by the German poet Schiller (1759-1805), 

which adorn the joists: “Threefold is the march of time, while the future slow 

advances. Like a dart the present glances, silent stands the past sublime.” 

 

 

6. The Grand Staircase: 

“May a hand hasten to welcome whomsoever comes under this roof in the spirit 

of friendship. Guest who crosses the threshold of my house, Greetings! May the 

hours pass swiftly and the house bring you happiness!” can be read in Latin 

along the staircase. 

Around you, the series of wall paintings evoke Ethiopia. Clockwise from the 

stained-glass window:  

 claiming asylum at the entrance to a sanctuary village by 

striking a stone (phonolite),  

 women preparing injehra – injehra is the traditional flatbread 

that is the staple of the Ethiopian diet,  

 the meal of a king (ras) (his slave is tasting the dishes),  

 a speaker in the Oromo parliament punctuates his words with 

whiplashes, 

 the Ethiopian school where the children who have played 

truant are chained,  

 the departure of 

an officer who 

sounds his 

battle cry before 

giving battle, 

and 

 an Orthodox 

religious 

procession, 

Timkat, also 



called Epiphany, which celebrates the 

baptism of Christ in the Jordan by St 

John the Baptist. 

In the centre of the vestibule, illuminating the staircase, the statue of Abdullah 

dominates. A young Ethiopian who came from his country with Antoine 

d’Abbadie, he met a tragic end during the Paris Commune of 1871. 

 

7. The Ethiopia Room: 

Above the entrance door, the lion of Judah, emblem of Ethiopia and a symbol 

of its Christian tradition, is represented surrounded by reeds (a sacred plant 

in Africa). 

An imposing floral arrangement, as well as the monograms of Antoine and 

Virginie, are painted on the hood of the chimney, whose mantelpiece is 

decorated with an enamel-faced clock. On the mantelpiece of the fireplace, a 

motto is sculpted in the Amharic language: “Turn, turn, you return to the 

house; live, live, you return to the earth”. 

 

8. The Jerusalem Room: 

This room’s décor is dominated by the theme of the Holy City, a map of which 

is reproduced on the hood of the fireplace. The bunches of grapes framing 

this composition represent the blood of Christ and indicate that the city 

represented is the New Jerusalem. The mantle is decorated with a motto: 

“May Your thoughts, like flames, always rise”. The decoration of the walls, 

covered with painted canvasses, depicts Christ’s triumphal entry into 

Jerusalem (palms). The pilgrim’s symbols (staff, flask and coquilles Saint-

Jacques) also appear on the canvass. Above the doors is the coat of arms of 

the Knights of the Holy Sepulchre, composed of a large red cross, quartered 

by four smaller crosses, alluding to the five wounds of Christ at the time of his 

crucifixion. 

 

9. The Tower Bedroom: 

For a very long time it was believed that this room was called the Emperor’s 

Bedroom by Antoine d’Abbadie, because he met Prince Louis Napoleon for the 

first time in 1836, before he became President of the Republic and then 



Emperor. The latter apparently promised Antoine d’Abbadie that he would come 

and lay the “final stone of the château”… But a few years later, their political 

opinions diverged and their friendship suffered.   

Items in the archives indicate that the real name Antoine d’Abbadie gave to this 

room was the Tower Bedroom.  

The fireplace, inspired by a model from the 16th Century, is decorated with a 

sculpted wooden statue representing Antoine d’Abbadie’s patron saint: St 

Anthony the Great (the Cenobite), who withdrew at a very young age into the 

desert of Upper Egypt to live in solitude. He is depicted as a bearded and 

scrawny old man, wearing a homespun frock and hood. On the mantelpiece, 

some verses in English can be read: “Far from the busy scenes of life, far from 

the world, its cares and strife, in solitude more pleased to dwell, the hermit bids 

you to his cell.”  

This room’s furniture, flamboyant gothic in style, is inseparable from the space 

for which it was designed and from the architectural decoration of which it is a 

part. Demonstrating the connection between architecture and décor would 

become one of the central concerns of 

Art Nouveau. 

 

Leaving this room, note the spiral 

staircase, which leads to the top of the 

tower. Here you can see a painted 8-

point Eastern Star. This staircase once 

led to the servants’ floor. 

 

 

Return to the ground floor. After the staircase, take the corridor to the right, 

which houses the reception rooms (mind the step when entering the corridor).   

 

 

 

10. The Dining Room: 

This room has half-length wood panelling and is hung with large buffalo hide 

panels, framed by strips of green velvet.  



The furniture was designed by Edmond Duthoit, produced in the Lövinson 

brothers’ Renaissance workshops in Berlin. The pale oak sideboard was 

intended to house crockery: Gien faience decorated with the interwoven letters 

of “Abbadia”. The doors are adorned with a folded serviette motif. An extending 

oval inlaid dining table occupies the centre of the room. The chairs are 

upholstered in green velvet, each back embroidered with an Ethiopian letter. 

Arranged in a certain order, they form the following phrase: “May no traitor ever 

sit at this table”. 

On either side of the sideboard, two doors open onto a pantry, which was 

connected to the kitchen in the basement via a service lift. 

Made of oak, the fireplace includes a mantelpiece decorated with luxuriant 

foliage. Underneath is a short Ethiopian motto: “I give of myself without 

diminishing.”  

 

11.  The Grand Drawing Room:  

A large circular room located in the south tower. With half-length wood panelling, 

the walls are painted blue and sprinkled with the golden monograms A and V in 

gothic lettering.  

The fireplace is the main decoration in this drawing room. Made of Angouleme 

stone according to a design by Duthoit, it evokes medieval interiors. In the 

centre of the hood appears Antoine d’Abbadie’s coat of arms, with its motto: 

“Plus être que paraître” – “To be rather than to pretend to be” in speech scrolls, 

as well as decoration based around the theme of the Camino di Santiago 

pilgrimage. On the mantelpiece is sculpted a quote in Latin: “Life is but smoke”. 

Amongst the furniture brought back from travels, or acquired during the World 

Exhibition of 1867, an imposing varnished wardrobe can be seen to your right. 

The stylised shamrock prominent in this piece reminds us of Antoine d’Abbadie’s 

Irish origins. Verses from the English poet Buchanan, inscribed on the beams, 

invite us to be calm, silent and to dream.  

  

Now return to the entrance hall. 

 

 

 



 

12.  The Arabic Drawing Room (in the 

Hall): 

It is here, in this small drawing room, that Virginie 

d’Abbadie used to receive her close friends. In front 

and to both sides of the fireplace are decorative 

Ethiopian objects. The walls are hung with fabric 

decorated with a plant print. Above the couch, in an 

alcove with a red background, appear Arabic proverbs 

in magnificent calligraphy, such as: “The needle 

dresses everyone and is itself naked” and:  “The merit 

belongs to the beginner, should even the successor 

do better”.  

Continue along the final wing of the visit, the East Wing. 

 

13. The Bedroom of Honour: 

This bedroom was reserved for guests.  

The walls are covered with large painted 

stretched canvas panels, decorated with 

rosettes and Arabic calligraphy. 

The four-poster bed bears the inscription in 

Old French: “Doux sommeil, songes dorés, à 

qui repose céans, joyeux réveil, matinée 

propice” – “Sweet sleep, golden dreams to 

whomsoever rests here. Happy awakening, 

favourable morning”.  

The fireplace is decorated with yellow and 

turquoise maiolica tiles. On the background 

of the tiles can be read the Arabic proverb: “Into the well from which you drink do 

not throw stones”. 

 

 

 

 



14. The Chapel: 

The chapel’s decoration bears the mark of Duthoit and his pronounced taste for 

Sicilian and Oriental art. The nave, a large rectangular room, intended from the 

start to accommodate farmers from the estate, is crowned with magnificent 

carpentry, whose arches support a painted wooden ceiling. The trompe l’œil 

walls of the nave, hung with red, bear the monogram S.A. (St Anthony the 

Great).  

The choir, facing East, is bathed in soft light filtering through three stained-glass 

windows depicting “Christ Suffering” in the centre, bordered by the Church 

Fathers, St Thomas Aquinas on the left and St Augustine on the right. Antoine 

and Virginie rest in peace in a crypt beneath the altar. Antoine died on 19 March 

1897 at 87 years of age, and Virginie on 1 March 1901 at the age of 73.   

The back of the chapel reminds us that this place is dedicated to St Anthony the 

Hermit, the owner’s patron saint. In the centre, a gallery leading to Virginie’s 

bedroom enabled her to engage in private prayer before the altar. 

 

 

15.  The Hole Experiment: 

An unusual detail might interest the visitor: a series of holes in the walls from the 

keep to the hall. These are the marks left by one of the experiments carried out 

by Antoine d’Abbadie in his château-observatory. This experiment, intended to 

study the phenomenon of the atmospheric refraction of light, was designed even 

before the château was constructed. In fact, Antoine d’Abbadie wanted to equip 

himself with a telescope of great length, which would thereby enable him to 

measure very small angular variations. He therefore decided to use the structure 

of his château itself as a support for the telescope, intended to be firmly pointed 

at the summit of Larrun. As this experiment failed, he had these few words in 

Basque engraved around the final hole, near the porch: “Ez ikusi, Ez ikasi” (“I 

saw nothing, I learned nothing”). 

 

The Abbadia Château-Observatory Team 
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